What is the Proper Distance Between Analysts and Policymakers?

Histories of the early stages of the modern Intelligence Community (IC) concur that by the start of the Cold War, most senior policymakers wanted more information to support their strategies and so tinkered with ways to configure an IC supportive of those efforts. There is no suggestion, however, that they were ever concerned about analysts somehow getting too close to them, and so usurping their policymaking prerogatives. The fear that analysis might be tainted or compromised by proximity to the policy process seems to have come entirely from the analytical community, which struggled from the beginning to keep itself at arm’s length from policymakers.

Even though analytic units have begun in recent years to lean closer to policymakers by offering “opportunity analysis” and by sending analysts into National Security Council support jobs, the idea that a firewall between analysts and policymakers is needed remains an IC shibboleth.

For example, the homepage of the CIA’s Directorate of Intelligence on CIA’s public Web site says that its analysts “help provide timely, accurate, and objective[emphasis added] all-source intelligence analysis...[to] senior policymakers,” and it further points out that “While the CIA does not make foreign policy, our analysis of intelligence on overseas developments feeds into the informed decisions by policymakers and other senior decisionmakers in the national security and defense arenas.”

The reasons for maintaining this “objectivity” were best articulated by Sherman Kent, the founder of CIA’s analytic tradition, but the assumptions on which he based his insistence on a firewall go back at least to the beginning of the 20th century. In his 1949 book Strategic Analysis for American World Policy Kent endorsed a position advanced a quarter century earlier by Walter Lippmann, who had argued in Public Opinion that “every democrat feels in his bones that dangerous crises are incompatible with democracy, because the inertia of the...
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masses is such that a very few must act quickly.”

Fearing that the newly discovered entity of “public opinion” would inhibit the “very few”—policymakers like President Woodrow Wilson, for whom Lippmann had been a staffer—because of what he called “plebiscite autocracy or government by newspapers,” Lippmann argued that the only way to ensure “impartial and objective analysis” (Kent’s term) was to create what Lippmann termed “intelligence officials” who would be “independent both of the congressional committees dealing with that department and of the secretary at the head of it” so that “they should not be entangled either in decision or in action.”

Thus, in Lippmann’s words, “The only institutional safeguard is to separate, as absolutely as it is possible to do so, the staff which executes from the staff which investigates.”

ORE should be brought into closest and most direct contact with consumers such as the National Security Council...having an ORE officer represent CIA (or participate in CIA’s representation) at NSC staff discussions would have two great benefits: (a) It would assure ORE of knowing the precise nature of the consumer’s requirements; and (b) it would enable ORE to convey to the consumer the precise dimensions of its ORE’s capabilities. It is to be noted that these two matters interlock: when the consumer knows ORE’s capabilities, he may change the dimensions of this requirement (add to it, lessen it, or reorient it), and, when ORE knows the precise dimensions of the requirement, it may deploy its resources in such a fashion as to enlarge its capabilities. So long as liaison between consumer and ORE is maintained by someone not possessed of the highest professional competence in matters of substance and firsthand knowledge of ORE’s resources, that liaison is almost certain to be inadequate for the purposes of both ORE and the consumer.

Closely linking analytic components with their immediate customers was not a new idea even then. Assistant Secretary of State Donald Russell had tried something very similar a few years before Kent’s letter, when he attempted to realize the recommendation of the Office of Management and Budget (OMB)—a participant in the discussion about the nature of postwar national intelligence—that “the principal intelligence operations of the Government should be organized at the point where decision is made or action taken, i.e., at the departmental, or lower, level and not within any single central agency.”

The so-called Russell Plan, however, was never implemented in any meaningful way, in part perhaps, because it had been undercut from the beginning by an interdepartmental Advisory Board on Intelligence chaired by Sherman Kent. Whatever the reason, Russell’s warning, that “the policy recommendations of a research unit which is not organizationally integrated with operations are very likely to be theoretical judgments with little basis in reality,” was largely forgotten over the decades to come.
The Policymaker as Client

Tactics, Not Strategy

The emergence of the Soviet Union as the West’s main opponent obscured a major part of Russell’s warning, which specifically concerned strategic policymaking. The kind of analytic support that Kent envisioned—analysts standing behind policymakers “with the book opened at the right page, to call their attention to the stubborn fact they may neglect”—almost inevitably drives analytic support toward tactical intelligence, rather than the strategic, but it worked well for the IC’s Cold War glory years, because the nature of the Soviet Union and the means to face it were such that tactics all but merged with strategy.\(^a\)\(^13\)

Periodically, however, “objective analysis” came under fire for failure properly to serve the nation’s strategic policy goals. In 1966, for example, a CIA Inspector General’s study—usually referred to as the Cunningham Report\(^14\)—done in response to criticism that the IC had failed to “adequately consider the broader question of the slowly developing Sino-Soviet dispute” concluded the CIA was collecting “too much information and that, failing to get important information, it was flooding the system with secondary material,” thus “degrading production, making recognition of significant information more difficult in the mass of the trivial.” The reason for this excessive collection, the Cunningham Report charged, was that “there was no definition of what the government really needed from intelligence, so the community operated on its own assumptions, which tended to cover everything, just in case.”

Five years later, in 1971, the Schlesinger Report, prepared when James Schlesinger was at OMB, worried that “the impressive rise in [the] size and cost” of IC operations had not been met by “a commensurate improvement in the scope and overall quality of intelligence products.”\(^15\) The reason for this, just as in 1966, was that the consumer frequently fails to specify his product needs for the producer; the producer, uncertain about eventual demands, encourages the collector to provide data without selectivity or priority; and the collector emphasizes quantity rather than quality.

In 1976 the Church Committee repeated the Cunningham and Schlesinger charges that “collection guides production rather than vice-versa.” As before, the reason for this “glut of paper” was that evaluation of the intelligence product by the consumers themselves is virtually non-existent. Rarely, if ever, do high officials take the time to review the product carefully with the analysts and explain to them how the product could be improved and made more useful to the policymakers. The intelligence community, then, by default, evaluates its own performance without the benefit of any real feedback.\(^16\)

The same criticisms surfaced again in 1996 in the report of the Aspin-Brown Commission, “The Roles and Capabilities of the United States Intelligence Community.” The commission had been convened in part out of concern about the continued cost of the IC, and in part to discuss what the nation’s intelligence needs were after the Cold War had ended.

Two of the commission’s six major recommendations concerned the analyst-policymaker firewall. Making a point quite like the one Kent had tried to make to Hillenkoetter, the commission’s first recommendation was that

\(^a\) The deep granularity of IC analysis of the USSR is vividly conveyed by the list of declassified products which is maintained by the Federation of American Scientists—these include such “strategic” products as Strategic Value of Construction and Road-Building Machinery to the Soviet Orbit (13 June 1951), Soviet Strategic Weapons: Background for SALT (1 November 1969), and Implications of the 1975 Soviet Harvest (17 March 1976).
intelligence must be closer to those it serves. Intelligence agencies need better direction from the policy level, regarding both the roles they perform and what they collect and analyze. Policymakers need to appreciate to a greater extent what intelligence can offer them and be more involved in how intelligence capabilities are used.

After recommending measures to increase IC intra-community information sharing and more efficient, less costly production, the Aspin-Brown Report then returned to the analyst-policymaker issue:

Intelligence producers need to build more direct relationships with their customers, take greater advantage of expertise and capabilities outside the government, and take additional measures to improve the quality and timeliness of their output.

Do Policymakers Care About a Firewall?

Although separated by decades, all of the above mentioned reports describe essentially the same phenomenon: the persistent metric for the IC is output, not utility. Ironically, the system resembles a production process in a Soviet-style planned economy, where higher-order management determines production quotas for what ought to be manufactured, without regard for whether the end-users really want or need what is coming out of the production cycle. Kent and his colleagues may have called their end-users “consumers,” just as the IC tends today to call them “customers,” but it is a telling omission that virtually no IC product delivery system has an easy way to check “sales.” The percentage of products actually used, by how many people, of what rank, and for what purpose, is a closely guarded secret in most analytic shops, if that information is even collected at all.

This is not to say that the output of this system has no value to the end-users, but it does mean that it is more by luck than design that a product proves to be useful to a consumer. Although the Schlesinger, Church, and Aspin-Brown Reports all worried about the financial impact of what Schlesinger called the “gross redundancies” of the existing system, the present system continues to flourish because it costs the policymakers nothing. Just as the Church Committee noted that “consumers tend to treat the intelligence product as a free good [so that] instead of articulating priorities, they demand information about everything,” so did Mark Lowenthal, who served as a senior officer in the National Intelligence Council, characterize IC products 30 years later as “cost-free [newspaper] subscriptions that were never ordered and never have to be paid for, perks of the job.”

This does not mean, however, that policymakers will continue to be content with the present “hit-or-miss” system forever. The information provided to policymakers may be free to use, but it is far from free to collect, process, and analyze, a fact which ought to place front and center the question of what precisely is the “value-added” the IC provides in the policymaking process. The USSR and its allies were exactly the kind of linear, static, and very complicated entities against which Kent-style analysis could operate well—“analysis” coming from the Greek analyein, meaning “to break down” or “reduce.”

Because it is only possible to break down events that have already happened or objects that already exist, analysis is by its nature devoted to understanding the past. As has already been noted, breaking down processes and events for policymakers worked when the adversary was the USSR, because the same drivers, motivations, and causes would presumably be in play the next...
The past two decades are teaching us the power of networks, showing us how events can cascade, and feedback loops can amplify effects that we did not see coming or dampen ones that we predicted were inevitable.

The complex world is not one in which policymakers need “more information.” Forty-four years ago they may have complained of an “information explosion,” but that was not yet a world in which humans create the equivalent of the contents of the Library of Congress every 15 minutes, where flying drones are able to collect so much video and other sensory information that it would take 24 days to process what is captured in a single day, where Google for free offers a cache of more than 1 trillion fully searchable sites—a number that itself is reckoned to be only a tiny fraction of what it is possible to find in the so-called deep Web, which search engine spiders cannot index.

What Do Policymakers Want?

Policymakers require information as much as ever, but the IC is no longer the exclusive, or even a privileged, provider. Writing recently in these pages about his experience in supporting policymakers on the Afghan team at the NSC, Paul Miller characterized many IC products as “irrelevant and wasted” because, though “highly polished,” they often compete poorly against other information sources on which the policymakers may draw, which can include “an undergraduate professor of political science, personal experience, [and] the headlines of the New York Times.”

What the policymakers he saw wanted, Miller wrote, was “the ability to reach out for basic fact-checking, rapid analysis, and short ‘gut-check’ pieces.” While Miller saw some pieces in his time at the NSC that “approach[ed] the line of recommending policy,” he never heard a White House official complain that intelligence had crossed the line. If anything, White House officials tended to want more of such analysis from the community, not less.

Miller’s experience sounds very like that reported by Thomas Fingar, in a speech he gave after he had retired as deputy director of national intelligence for analysis:

[I remember] an exchange I had with Secretary Albright after I had briefed her on new information regarding a country in the Middle East. When I finished, and after she had asked a few factual and analytic questions, she said, “What should I do about this?” I replied, “Madame Secretary, I’m an analyst; you know I don’t do policy.”
She said, “Right, and I don’t do analysis. Now, what should I do?” I demurred a second time, saying that I didn’t think I knew enough about her objectives and the broader policy context to provide an informed answer. Her response: “Tom, I asked your opinion because I respect your judgment. That doesn’t mean that I am going to do what you suggest, but I do want to know what you think.” In response, I framed the problem as I thought it should be considered and suggested a course of action to deal with the problem.29

Although Secretary Albright’s request discomfited him, Fingar was able to do as she wished. This may have been because at the time Fingar worked in State Department’s Bureau of Intelligence and Research (INR). Officers in INR work comparatively closely with a small set of senior policymakers on policy issues that are reasonably well-known in the organization. While Fingar claimed not to know the secretary’s objectives as well as he would have liked, he was able to offer not only information, but also judgments about what “new information” might mean and the possible effects on a given policy. This is very like what Miller argues the NSC White House staff welcomes in analytic products that highlight courses of action, flag potential pitfalls, or that “draw attention to historically analogous situations in current challenges.”30 Miller and Fingar make clear that at least some senior policymakers welcome opportunities to talk situations through with analysts.

The experiences of Miller and Fingar also highlight another aspect of such exchanges that we argue is of enormous value—they could be kept secret. Since the IC’s inception, it has been obsessed with getting secrets, to the extent that many people, especially within the IC, argue that intelligence is “secrets.” There is strong evidence, however, that many policymakers do not necessarily want or need the secrets the IC offers them, and that an obsession with paying attention only to secrets may blind analysts to obvious things that are out in the open. Part of the culture of getting secrets though is that the IC also has a well-developed culture of keeping secrets. Though this may be incidental to the IC’s original purpose, its capacity to keep secrets is arguably among the most important “value-addeds” it might offer policymakers.

Of course the IC has a great deal more for policymakers than its secret-keeping culture. The IC also has thousands of skilled people who have thought long and hard about all sorts of issues, trying to figure out why things have happened and what might happen next. They care about our country, its safety, and its success. They are smart, articulate, and resourceful. Add secret-keeping to that mix and it is plain to see that the IC is uniquely qualified to provide policymakers with precisely what Secretary Albright indicated that she lacked, a secure “sounding chamber” in which she could share the burden of transforming information into policy with someone who could offer insights about the costs and benefits of various policy paths—and who would not talk about it.

**The IC as a Knowledge Service and Policymakers as its Clients**

That being the case, what would happen if the IC were to accept that it can no longer continue to collect secrets simply because they are interesting and to accept that policymakers are going to continue to make policy whether or not they use the Community’s “highly polished products?” What if instead the IC were to reimagine itself as a service-provider geared to engaging in precisely the kind of goal-focused conversation that Secretary Albright initiated with Fingar, now, however, not on an ad hoc and uncomfortable basis, but rather as a well-defined regular activity? What, in other words, would happen if the IC were to become a provider of knowledge services, rather than a producer of information?
For policymakers, the benefits of the change would probably be immediate, and comparatively large. In addition to having more straightforward benefit from the kind of expertise and insight that Fingar possessed and Albright tapped, policymakers would gain the use of the entire IC as a “sounding room” for the policies they might be contemplating. Here they could explore policy ideas, tap into the expertise of the IC about possible consequences of a policy—potential downsides and unanticipated benefits.

Instead of offering ideas coyly through “opportunity analysis,” IC officers and their analysts could engage in straightforward consultations. Policymakers could send up “trial balloons” privately without having to fear, as they now do, that words intended for one audience will be instantly available elsewhere, with undesired effects. They would also have the benefit of being able to iterate and refine policies as they advance while the IC helped to observe and judge whether or not progress was being made toward a policy’s goal.

To be sure, this would require adjustment for policymakers. Just as the IC would have to grow comfortable with making policy recommendations, so would policymakers have to get used to asking questions about something more than “data nuggets.” Indeed, a knowledge service-client system would require more than what Albright and Fingar achieved in that moment, which does not seem to have contained the real feedback the Church Committee Report had called for in 1976.a

This new relationship would require a continuing conversation. In a true client relationship, policymakers would have to get accustomed to having analysts question them, at least for the purpose of better understanding what question it is the policymaker is really seeking to answer. A model for this conversation might be the “reference interview” for which librarians are trained, in order to help patrons understand more precisely what their own information needs are—which, as one Web site puts it, “may turn out to be different than the reference question as initially posed.”31 At present, analyst-policymaker exchanges are one-way, a kind of call-response that will not do much to help policymakers sharpen their questions, particularly if the IC’s response is only that “we have no information on that.”

Policymakers do face very real possible costs in moving from the present system to one in which they and analysts share in shaping policy. In such a world it would no longer be possible to divide events into “policy successes” and “intelligence failures.” This increased responsibility has another consequence, policymakers would have to formulate their goals more precisely. The present system, particularly at the highest strategic level, too easily permits formulation of goals that, while desirable, are so nebulous that there is no way to tell whether progress is being made toward them. Just as a financial services provider might help a client whose initial stated goal is to become rich redefine that aim into something more specific—a retirement fund of $n million by a certain age—so might IC “client advisers” help policymakers articulate more specific policy goals, rather than “good-to-have” desired ends states like “democracy” or “freedom.”32

What Client Service Might Mean to IC Analysts

The change for analysts, and the IC, would be more dramatic than it would be for policymakers. The biggest will be that the IC’s default response to criticism in the present collection-centric system—typically enlarged collection efforts based on the presumption that additional data collection, rather than improved analysis, will provide answers33—will be
What is most needed in the client-service system is imagination not ingenuity in collection.

obsolete. It will no longer be enough to say that the IC has done its best to obtain more secrets or other kinds of information. In the new “service-centric” model, the IC’s responsibility will be to make hypotheses of meaning about information that it does have. Sometimes more information might help, but usually understanding of information will be required, not more collection. What is most needed in this system is imagination not ingenuity in collection.

The differences between the two systems are precisely those that exist between “puzzles and mysteries,” Gregory Treverton’s famous analogy about the challenges of intelligence. Malcolm Gladwell, in his New Yorker article about Enron’s collapse highlighted the same differences as being those between “transmitter-” and “receiver-dependent” models of understanding. Both Treverton and Gladwell distinguish between information problems, which for resolution require more data, access to which is controlled by an opponent or other entity, and understanding problems, those for which problem solvers already have enough information but which require perception, imagination, or cognition for understanding.

The fact that those grappling with problems of understanding can never be certain whether their jobs are done is only part of the burden in the client-service relationship. For them, the issue is not whether information is “objectively true” but whether the way in which information has been used has value; as a result the solver’s intellectual burden shifts from trusting data to trusting the service provider. In other words, client service depends upon the creation and maintenance of trust, rather than the intrinsic value of any particular piece of information, the particular platform, or the clandestine asset that produced it. Thus, in a client relationship, the client places trust not in analytical products or collection platforms but in a provider’s ability to place data in context, to understand how actions, events, and actors might all intersect and interact to affect outcomes. One need only look to the havoc wreaked by the sudden explosion of Iceland’s Eyjafjallajökull volcano to remember that events can be discontinuous as well as linear. What is important in a client relationship is not whether the volcano’s eruption was predicted, but how well the client and the “service team” adjusted to the new circumstances while still helping the client move toward desired goals and destinations. This process would include deciding with the client how new circumstances might have changed the goal, the costs that achieving the goal might now incur, or the pace at which it might proceed—all characteristics of working in complex systems, where every action changes the circumstances and outcomes. In this circumstance, the client who trusts the service team that didn’t forecast a volcano will remain a client. Conversely, as DCI Richard Helms once said, “No power has yet been found to force presidents of the United States to pay attention on a continuing basis to people and papers when confidence has been lost in the originator.”

Enter the “Synthesist”

It should be stressed that this new model of client service would not do away with the need for the skills and information necessary to make informed hypotheses of causality about past events. Unlike the present system, however, where the analysis, the “break down,” of what has already happened is the endpoint of the process, in a client-service model this work would provide the foundation on which policy proposals would be based. Analysis would thus provide the elements that could be combined in imaginative ways to create something new, a process the

---

* Even Sherman Kent appears to have recognized this, for one of the odder passages in his Strategic Intelligence for American World Policy seeks to exculpate analysts who make mistakes by arguing that no one would fire “the dentist who pulls out the wrong tooth” or “the lawyer who loses a case” (Kent, 194). While it is difficult to imagine anyone retaining such an incompetent dentist, it is much easier to agree with Kent that one might indeed keep a lawyer who had lost a case—provided one continued to trust the lawyer.
Greeks saw as the antithesis of analysis, or synthesis.

What might a client-service relationship require of today’s intelligence synthesists if they are to develop and maintain their clients’ trust?

- Stovepiping of information or knowledge would no longer be possible, as client service would require analysts not only to have expertise but to know how to find and engage other experts.

- Analysts could no longer depend solely upon what collectors had fed their inboxes.

- Analysts would have to look beyond their particular “account” and would have to be able to work with others to see how information meshes, and how further information might change a picture.

- The Intelligence Community would have to abandon its present taboo on analysts factoring the effects of US actions or policies into their work and recognize the implications of US actions on their analysis.

A new relationship would also be likely to lead to a new approach to the warning function. The current system is threat-focused and causes tension between “warners” and those who are warned (“warnees”), as Sherman Kent outlined in one of his last talks before retirement. Kent noted that the present system encourages analysts to “overwarn,” because they incur few costs for flagging possible dangers, while “warnees,” or policymakers, have very strong incentives to “under-react” because anything they do in response to a warning—even simply to convene a meeting to talk about a warning—incurs costs. In a “synthesist-client” relationship the costs would be more evenly spread. Because “warners” face potential costs—at least to their reputations and to their relationships with clients—they would have incentives to think more carefully about when and what they warn.

Even more importantly, the “synthesist-client” relationship would encourage the examination and understanding not just of negative phenomena, but also of the positive. At present the IC rarely, if ever, tries to understand why things haven’t happened. IC analysts don’t examine why some states, actors, or situations are not failing, dangerous, or threatening, and they never posit desired outcomes with speculation about what it would take for those outcomes to be realized. Today, the closest the IC comes to making what might be termed “positive warnings” are the “opportunity analyses”—suggestions, gingerly offered, about what might be possible in a given situation. Such timid leaning over Kent’s firewall, however, only continues Lippmann’s nine-decade-old separation of “the staff which investigates” from “the staff which executes,” committing the analyst neither to the process of policymaking nor to its outcome.

This points to another way in which things would change in a client-system: synthesists will have to be able to make plain to their clients how data they receive fits in to the implementation of policy. In the existing system, analysts’ allegiance is to their data. Their faith in an “objective reality” allows them to create their own standards for choosing information and thus, by implication, for interpreting it and sustaining their own beliefs, biases, and assumptions. In client relationships, synthesists must, of course, have faith in the data they advance, but they must be able to put that data into policy contexts. This presumes that synthesists will have spent long periods of time gaining substantive expertise—meaning they will have learned their areas of specialization and the ways and needs of policymakers (whether through rotations, special training, or other means) before being able to claim the new title of “synthesist.” Having achieved that status, the synthesist would then at some level accept the policy goal as legitimate and desirable, even though the way in which he or she best serves the client is in arguing—strenuously if need be—about the tac-
What are synthesists to do if they believe policy goals are wrong?

The Risks

This brings us to the potentially most painful aspect of the client-service model. What are synthesists to do if they believe policy goals are wrong? To ask such a question supposes that a synthesist has already attempted to convince a client why a particular goal is undesirable, may be more costly to achieve than the client supposes, or will not obtain the results the policymaker hopes to achieve. Certainly the synthesist will have done due-diligence to determine whether a policy is illegal, domestically or internationally, and will have advised the client accordingly. Conceivably the synthesist may even have argued to the policymaker that the proposed policy would be bad politics, because in the US system it is the voters who are the ultimate judges of whether or not policy goals are desirable.

In this circumstance lies the starkest difference between Sherman Kent’s model of analysis and that of client service. Kent accepted Lippmann’s notion of “intelligence officials” who would have life tenure, revokable only following “trial by their colleagues.” Of course, not all analysts have been content to remain in the IC, even with that faculty-like job protection, but when they have resigned they have often done so publicly and acrimoniously, protesting that senior policymakers have “ politicized intelligence.”

In a client model, there would be no such option—a client-service provider, a lawyer for example, can always refuse to take a particular client, but that is not a matter about which lawyers have any particular reason to go public. What it does mean, however, is that a lawyer is no longer employed by a particular client. When the client is the government and its policymakers, the refusal of intelligence synthesists to “take a case” would mean that in the end they must be prepared to surrender their access to that policymaker.

Does that mean a synthesist must resign from government service entirely? Perhaps, if a client-service relationship has gone spectacularly wrong. But this is not likely to occur in the publicity-seeking way it has in the existing system. It is more likely, however, that a synthesist sufficiently senior to have worked closely with policymakers would have valuable analytic skills that could still be of service, or he or she could find other policy clients. For the time being at least, the IC is the monopoly intelligence provider to the government, which provides a very large pool of potential clients.

No Prescriptions, but a Few Descriptions

Just as there is no transitional stage halfway between ice and water, so is there no real middle ground in a shift from the customer-product model to the client-service model. The policymaking and the analytic communities of today mirror one another, conceptualizing the world in the same ways, carving problems up into the same geographic and functional subsets—all of which are funded, or not, by a congressional system that also follows the same basic taxonomy.

A shift to a new model of interaction between policymakers and those who assist them with intelligence would require fundamental transformations on both sides, but it is not the goal of this article to lay out precisely what a client-synthesist relationship might look like. The experiences of organizations like IBM, which have made comparable transitions—in IBM’s case from selling mainframes to “making governments smarter”—suggest that there is no one template or model. IBM and consultant services like it build systems of methods and approaches, not processes, all of which iterate and evolve as client-provider partnerships move toward the chosen goals of their clients.
Still, it is clear that certain things would be necessary if the IC were to move toward the client-service model. Most important, of course, is the will to change. If the DNI’s Vision 2015: A Globally Networked and Integrated Intelligence Enterprise is to be taken at face value, that will already exist in the document’s assurance that the analyst of the future will ask policymakers not, “what are your intelligence priorities?” but rather, “what do you want to accomplish?”

If we indeed start asking policymakers what they want to accomplish and they begin trusting us enough to listen to our answers, a number of changes seem inevitable.

Analytic outreach would no longer have to be mandated. The value of information provided to a client would not be measured in the cost of its acquisition and protection, but in the utility of that information in serving a client’s purpose. Synthesists trying to serve policymaker clients would have no incentive to hoard information and every incentive to look for information and insight, wherever they might be found.

Formal analytic standards, as currently imposed, would be starting points in a client service system rather than end points in themselves. Today’s formal standards were instituted to address the same criticisms noted in the Cunningham, Schlesinger, Church, and Aspin-Brown Reports—policymakers are cut off from the collection of information and do not know how to evaluate, put in context, or otherwise use what comes off the end of the “finished intelligence product” assembly line. Formal standards of analytic tradecraft were imposed to address aspects of that problem but still do not ensure that policymakers receive the information they want or need. Present tradecraft standards require only that products be relevant to US national security, but as the Church Committee pointed out, absent consumer guidance, what defines that relevance is merely the opinion of an analyst, rather than stated policymaker needs.

Repurposing the IC would probably require viewing our human resources in a different light. At present we hire large numbers of people who have experience in foreign countries, speak foreign languages, and understand foreign cultures, and then we limit their foreign travel and contact with foreigners. As Brookings scholar Kenneth Lieberthal noted in a recent critique of the IC analytic community’s ability to understand China, “Those numerous Americans who have had enough exposure to China to gain deep personal insights are almost systematically excluded from bringing those insights to bear in the IC analytical community [because they can’t clear the hiring security process]. Indeed, should they be one of the few such individuals that come into the community, they will have to give up their ability to keep their understanding fresh through the types of exposure to Chinese realities that they have learned to master.” As a result, “to the IC analyst, China—even as it has opened up to an unprecedented extent—is overwhelmingly a place that exists on paper but not one that provides personal experiences that generate real insights.”

The value of information provided to a client would not be measured in the cost of its acquisition and protection, but in the utility of that information in serving a client’s purpose.
What else might change?

- A client service organization would have to find the means of measuring value other than as units of output. This would tend to reward personality types for their ability to share and be creative, as opposed to their ability to absorb and retain information. The new system would require more empathetic extroverts and fewer introverts.

- Management styles and criteria would have to evolve—client-service organizations tend to be much flatter and more nimble than are product-creation ones.

- The IC’s existing, hyperspecialized account structures are deeply incompatible with a client-service model, where it is never possible or justified to claim something is not in one’s “lane.” No good service provider can justify the expense, and the large staff, implied by the degree of IC specialization. The client-service model rewards flexibility, curiosity, and broad inquiry, since there is never a way to be certain that a piece of information or way of thinking is irrelevant.

- Products would have to change. As Mark Lowenthal has noted, the regular delivery of bland, “corporate-voiced” written products has a lulling effect, making everything the IC does seem to be of equal value, with nothing in the product stream “that screams ‘read me now.’” Miller made the same point, arguing that production of “duh reports and analysis...desensitizes policymakers to quality intelligence products.”

- We would have to move away from the conviction that “anything can be solved by adding more facts.” Alfred Rollinton, the CEO of Jane’s most responsible for transforming the company from a purveyor of locked-down, hardbound sets of defense-related encyclopedias to being an “information group” with the stated mission “to help our clients make the best decisions,” argues that in today’s policy world “few respect information’s authority,” in part because “the clients believe they have as much to contribute as the specialists.”

- A client-synthesist relationship would be more conversation than “product,” a series of iterative loops in which both sides would get smarter.


Will it work? Although it is one of the many hallmarks of the networked, complex world that nothing is fully predictable, there are grounds for confidence. Some activities already are underway that have important characteristics of what the new relationship might look like. Interactive gaming, situation-response simulations, and scenario-forecasting exercises all put analysts and policymakers (or members of their staffs) together in activities which—when done well—approximate what a client-adviser relationship might look like. While it remains based in the current analyst-policymaker world, the “Asking Better Questions” training course offered through the Department of Defense’s Institute for Analysis does give analysts a sense of how they might iterate with policymakers even within the present system to help both sides draw closer to answering the “question behind the question” and thus make the analytic product potentially more useful. The private-sector experience of both IBM and Jane’s also helps argue that the gulf between the two systems can be bridged.
What is our alternative? It has already been 44 years since the Cunningham Report warned,

> The unmanaged state of intelligence [meant that] analysts were becoming superficial because of the piles of paper in their in-boxes, and any analysis in depth was becoming out of the question…. Much of what intelligence considered its responsibilities were our own response to vague guidelines or transient indications of interest at top levels. More and more the community was talking to itself.49

At a time when the US federal budget deficit is expected to exceed $1.17 trillion, and the federal debt is 14 times larger still, it doesn’t take much analytic expertise to wonder how long the country’s policymakers will continue to fund these “subscriptions they never wanted,” especially if all they contain is the IC “talking to itself.”

❖ ❖ ❖

**In Sum**

Former Jane’s CEO Alfred Rollington in a 2008 presentation on open-source intelligence expressed as well as anyone the reasons for shifting from customer-service to client-service partnerships. “As analysts and consultants,” he wrote, “we have to be aware of the new client requirements for actionable intelligence that will measurably save them people, time and money, bearing always in mind that Intelligence must be designed for the action and the understanding of the final user.” As a final admonition, he also reminded analysts to “continually re-educate yourselves to ensure that someone in another country who you will never meet, cannot take your job.” As an aid to contemplate what this change might mean, we offer the following schematic:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Analyzing for policymakers</th>
<th>Synthesizing with policymakers</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>What do you want to know?</td>
<td>What do you want to accomplish?</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Threat focused</td>
<td>Opportunity focused</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Past oriented</td>
<td>Future oriented</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tends to be tactical</td>
<td>Must be strategic</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Product</td>
<td>Process</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Search for comparisons and analogies</td>
<td>Attention to contrasts and the unique</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Interest in objects and nuggets</td>
<td>Interest in contexts and relations</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Reactive</td>
<td>Proactive</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Introverts and accounts</td>
<td>Extroverts and conversations</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tends to focus on what has failed</td>
<td>Allows examination of what has succeeded</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rewards ingenuity—big systems, more manpower, specialization, broad programs</td>
<td>Rewards imagination—agile, adaptive systems, less hierarchy, more networked</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Collection</td>
<td>Cognition</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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